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Monday’s Flash news (unedited copy)
Start buying cotton, keep adding PSU banks

After many request of discount offer on Indian daily letter, so we finally announcing 40%
discount. Detail you will see below in Indian market sections.

Dear Members,

Last week was one of the best weeks for the markets as stock prices gained value and on
Friday China’s rate cuts have put more fuel into the rising trend. We expected the market to
move towards an all-time high during the Sun joining Saturn in the house of Scorpio and we
still believe that our predictions of S&P reaching 2130 in 2014 may get fulfilled and this may
be a great achievement. I was going through the 2014 book and after reading the stock market
2014 predictions section I stopped and went in silent for few minutes because I got emotional.
Though I have been fighting to prove how accurately the Astro cycles can guide investors it is
not well accepted by the masses but the most powerful traders and investors follow it quietly
without telling anyone and this is the sad part as people don’t talk about it as they feel that
other people will laugh at them.

You must read this carefully as I can’t ask more of the astro cycle than this. Thank God and
nature for giving me the vision to write all this and what I mentioned below in the 2014
financial prediction book: Let me put below what we mentioned in the stock market sections
of the “2014 Financial Predictions”. This book was out on 18 December 2014.

USA market trend for 2014

The last two years have proven to be great for investors who held
stocks in USA. Our bullish view has proven very accurate for USA,
and we are still very optimistic about USA in 2014. Our predicted
target of 1405 for 2012 and 1750 for 2013 got achieved in the time
frame as predicted. We don’t want to say much about USA because
most of you are aware that our two year target is of S&P reaching
3200. This target is only possible if S&P move’s 45% each year for
the next two years. Surely if S&P wants to achieve 3200 the stock
prices have to move aggressively and our astro indicators are clearly
showing that the market is ready to move aggressively from early
2014.

24 November 2014Edition: 811
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Once the astro cycle gets positive, all major indicators like
sentiments, economic data and politicians start behaving in the
correct manner. In 2012 we predicted the housing market
bottoming out and in 2013 housing prices moved up aggressively
and we saw that happening. Also our predictions of employment
improving in USA went right. We predicted that by the end of 2013
the unemployment rate would drop to 6.9% and it happened.

We see most economic news or data will keep supporting the
markets.

The Taper issue will become irrelevant.

The Housing market will start moving up aggressively.

Jobs: at this stage everyone would like to see the unemployment
rate drop and we see that happening. We see the unemployment
rate coming down to 6 percent.

The Fed’s policy will remain supportive towards the market.

Technology companies of US will dominate this planet, and will keep
sucking major revenue globally.

The new Fed chairwomen will do an amazing job in 2014 due to
Saturn moving through the house of Venus which represents the
female gender or women.

Anyways, US stocks will outperform the world equity market. We
strongly recommend to keep adding positions on any weakness.
Don’t get out from your positions for the next year because we are
afraid that if you do get out then you won’t be able to get back in
due to higher prices. Keep adding quality companies to your
portfolio. Our last two years stocks are still our favorites but we are
adding new stocks here in this year’s predictions.

Seven cycle from 19 September 2014 to 8 October 2014. This will
be a mixed cycle. Tech and banking stocks may take a bit of a hit,
however the overall sentiments will remain very positive so we
highly recommend buying positions in Indexes or stocks around the
end of the first week of October 2014.
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Eight cycle from 12 October 2014 to 27 December 2014. This will
remain a bullish cycle for stocks, during this period banking,
financial and housing stocks will rock. We strongly recommend
investors to just focus on financial and housing stocks as these
stocks will move 10 to 30 percent in just two months. In short, the
era of financial and housing stocks will be noticed and this year
will end with a big bang.

Asian market trend for 2014

In 2013, most Asian markets moved higher but a few markets got
stuck due to their own problems. The Indian market was one of
these because of uncertainty in the Rupee and the political scenario
of the country. Most emerging markets underperformed due to
volatile trends in the emerging market currencies.

Australian market: The Australian market remained very stable
even after the weakness in commodities. The weaker Australian
dollar helped mineral export companies. The Australian market will
remain in positivity during 2014 but this will be the final year for the
Australian market because from 2015 onwards, the Australian
market will enter into a longer term bear cycle. I don’t know what
will be the reason for that but surely some negativity on the
economic front will dominate the Australian equity market. The
Australian dollar will remain in a weaker trend in 2014 and this may
help export companies.

Singapore market: Our view for Singapore remains mixed for 2014.
We see some kind of uncertainty in 2014 so Singapore investors
should invest in the USA market. We are not recommending any big
investments in the real-estate market in Singapore.

The Japanese equity market performed very well in 2013 as
predicted. In last year’s book we predicted Yen to fall sharply and
below par value which may help Japan to earn more from exports.
We also predicted that the central bank of Japan will make major
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changes in policies after a few decades, and we saw aggressiveness
by the Central banks which was fully supported by the government.
Japan adopted the most aggressive policy which may give a boost
to the country but eventually we see that they are failing in the year
2017. Japan’s era will end in 2017 with the worst employment rate;
Yen will devalue 10 times, and higher inflation will kill the countries
zero percent growth and Japan will go into major negativity.

Anyways, 2014 and 2015 look like great years for the Japanese stock
market. Financial and banking stocks will also be on fire so acquire
positions in these sectors. Buy Nikkei as we see doubling or tripling
in the next two years. Stay in long positions in the Japanese market.

Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan and Sri Lankan markets will
remain very positive but these markets will still rise under the fear
of fall. As the astro chart of the Asian Continent looks mixed or a bit
negative on the political front, and many Asian countries will go
through political turmoil or uncertainty in 2014 so stay away from
any of the markets when you see any uncertainty on the political
front in that country.

The Chinese market remained directionless in 2013 which was very
disappointing for many because the world’s economy or developed
market countries would like to see USA and China doing well.
Commodity producing countries struggled in 2013 due to less
demand from China. In 2014, the situation may get better for China
but as we mentioned many times, the future of China looks very
uncertain for the longer term so we won’t recommend investors to
put big bets on China. Astro cycles will start favoring China from
mid-May 2014 and after that the Shanghai market won’t look so
good, so those who would like to Invest in China should go ahead
with your investment as the market will rise more than 35% in the
second half of 2014. Chinese Investors will go mad, and why not
because 2014 is the year of the horse.

The Indian market suffered a setback in 2013 as predicted. The key
reasons for this setback was a weaker Rupee; higher inflation and
an uncertain political scenario. Investors in India remained very
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confused in 2013. Indian investors and traders love investing and
trading in gold and silver, but 2013 they remained very uncertain
for gold due to the government’s policy and a weaker Rupee. This
made many investors and Jewelry makers so confused that people
started withdrawing their money from the gold business.

Overall, 2013 remained mixed to a bit depressing of a year for
Indian investors and they are hoping that 2014 will bring positive
news for them. Our astro indicators are showing very positive signs
for India from 25 May 2014 when Jupiter will be changing house
from Gemini to Cancer. The second half of 2014 and 2015 will be
the most exciting year for India. Rupee will gain, the stock market
will gain 30% in the second half of 2014 and 50% in 2015. There is
no doubt that a great medium term cycle is going to start for India
so Investors should plan their investments well to take complete
advantage of this rising cycle.

In the last two years our strategy of trading in and out remained
very beneficial for our members as the stock market and Rupee
constantly moved on both sides. In 2013 the weaker Rupee
predictions also helped many who were trading in gold as a weaker
Rupee supported gold prices in Indian Rupee terms.

Also, most of our stock recommendations have done amazingly
well. We still believe that tech stocks, pharmaceutical and the
food/beverage industry will do well. Material sectors will remain
under pressure. Banking will do well but only the private sector. We
strongly recommend holding positions in last year’s recommended
stocks and those stocks were: Kaveeri Seeds, Excel Crop, Tata
Global, Tata Coffee, IPCA Lab, Torrent Pharma, Venus Rem, Tasty
Bits, Vadilal Ind, Tata Coffee, Britannia, Jubilant Food and Hatsun
Food.

We still believe that Nifty will hold 5939 on the lower side in 2014,
and if any major negativity comes in the world market then Nifty
can touch 5727, however the chances of this happening are very
low. On the higher side we see Nifty going towards 8190 in 2014.
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European market

Pro central bank policies pushed the European market higher in
2013. Germany is the key country and in last year’s book we
mentioned that the German economy and the stock market would
perform well and we saw that happening in 2013. Many were
surprised to see that a negative environment is going away from
Greece, Spain and Italy so overall 2013 was a positive year for Euro
Zone.

For the last few years we have been writing that in the nearing
future, China, Japan and the European zone will fall and these
regions will be responsible for the major financial meltdown which
will bring a major financial crises that will be bigger and worse than
the ones that took place in 2008, 2000, 1987 or 1929. Yes before
this takes place we are going to see one of the greatest stock
bubbles to ever happen in the history of the market. European
countries will do amazing well in 2014, and everyone will forget the
problems of Greece, Italy and Spain. We strongly believe that
Europe will walk with USA during this next few years bubble or
during the rising cycles.

In 2013 the emerging market countries went through their own
crises. We saw devaluation of these countries’ currencies and the
stock market underperformed. European countries performed far
better than the emerging markets which encouraged local
investors, and now developed countries no longer need to depend
on developing or emerging market countries growth.

As predicted in our “2013 financial predictions” book, the UK
economy, FTSI and Pound performed amazing well. Housing prices
also remained very strong. 2014 also looks very positive for Britain
and Germany. Due to strong performance of Germany the other
European markets will follow Germany and the overall trend in
Europe will remain very optimistic and robust. Stay invested in the
real-estate market and equity market in Europe and UK.
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Our astro indicators are showing the most negative signs for
Switzerland in the coming time. 2014 will remain positive for
Switzerland, but by the end of 2014 and by mid-2015 one should get
out from all major investments in Switzerland. This country will
completely collapse both economically as well as currency wise and
a housing crisis will also take place. Many of our members are from
Switzerland and it is sad to write this negative predictions for
Switzerland from 2016 onwards.

Overall, the trend of Europe will remain very optimistic so remain
invested in Europe puts. Watch Euro and Swiss Franc as both these
currencies will lose value against Pound and Dollar.

In 2014 we see the German DAX moving above 11000, FTSI going
towards 8100 and CAC will move to 5200. On the down side we
don’t see these Indexes going below 8200 for DAX; FTSI will hold
5700 and CAC 3650. All other European markets will follow DAX so
buy or invest in all other markets if DAX reaches the predicted down
side as mentioned here.

European Investors should watch Euro’s trend closely as the weaker
trend will benefit many companies in Europe, especial Auto and
Pharma Stocks. Energy stocks will struggle in Europe due to a
weaker Euro. Housing and real-estate will do well, so continue
adding home building stocks in Europe.

The European market will follow a bullish trend of USA equity
markets so don’t expect any negative trend for European markets
in 2014. Spain and Greece stocks will outperform the rest of the
European market due to positive news flowing out from these
countries.

CAC (France) has not yet reached its previous high but DAX and FTSI
will reach all time highs. DAX and FTSI will continue performing well
but CAC will keep struggling to achieve an all-time high.

The Swiss market will underperform in the first half of 2014
compared to DAX, FTSI and USA equity but in the second half of
2014 Swiss Equity markets will catch up with other markets.
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In brief we would like to recommend following S&P’s trend to trade
or invest in Europe. We don’t see any major negative news from EU
zone but EURO’s weaker trend will concern many and exporters will
feel lucky.

We don’t see any political turmoil or any other natural disaster
except heavy rain in a few countries like Italy.

The list below contains our astro ranges for the all major European
market for 2014. These ranges should be taken as major astro
support and resistance point of these Indexes.

I am sure most of you must have bought 2014 book and enjoyed reading it, also this above
small part must have refresh memory.

Stay long in the market; avoid commodities, and dollar will hold value against most currencies
but will keep gaining against Yen and Euro. Let see what this week indicates for all major
markets.

This week is a very short trading week, as the USA market will remain closed on Thursday and
it will close early on Friday.

This is what we mentioned on last Monday: Buy USA stocks on weakness on Tuesday, sell
commodities and currencies on any rise. Avoid thirty year bond.

Oil recovered value as predicted from $73.00 level and on the higher side it may struggle to
cross $76.68. Gold is holding $1143 and on the higher side it will struggle to cross $1205 and
S&P is trading around our important predicted level of 2037.

This is what we mentioned 4 Nov: Saturn moved zodiac house’s after 30 months and today it
entered Scorpio house. I don’t want to write any predictions of this move though we see that
it can push S&P towards 3200 or 5000 in the next thirty months (chances of this happening is
99% and there is a 1% chance that the market may just collapse from here). I would like to
watch the market for another two weeks before we confirm 100% as we don’t want to make
any error at this stage.

This is what we mentioned on 15 October we would like you to read one more time: If we are
right on this then watch market because DOW is ready to move 500 to 700 to even 1000
point rally in day. I have trusted our astro indicators in the last 25 years, and they never
guided us wrong on crucial stage. We saw this uncertainty coming for short period from 19
September to 16 October, we are 48 hours away from 16 Oct but this Mars can make
everyone crazy.
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Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Monday:

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Last week metals gained value but traded around $1195,
and struggled to move higher than $1205. At this stage
metals will try to gain from lower side ranges but we are
not recommending medium or longer term investors to
buy precious metals.

Base metals will hold value but they they will struggle
around the higher side for the next six weeks. Palladium

will move in a positive direction this week.

On Monday and Tuesday this week gold and silver will try to gain but once again both these
metals will not be able to present a better show even though there is a positive astro
combination on both of these days. If metals trade negatively on both these days it can bring
huge corrections on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. If on Monday and Tuesday metals
trade negatively then it can push gold towards $1143 once again. If gold breaks $1143 then
expect a free fall in gold, silver and metal stocks.

Base metals will trade positive compared to precious metals but we are not recommending
any buying. Sell copper on any rise, and buy some positions in Palladium.

DUST and GLL should be on you buying list. Add some call options of December in DUST and
GLL.

USD performed extremely well and investors have witnessed the impact of a positive USD on
all major commodities. Compared to USD at this stage the market sentiment and investment
flow is making a huge impact. The current astro cycles are not favoring metals for the longer
term so investor’s behavior pattern will remain very cautious.

Here is Monday’s range: (March 2015 contract):

GOLD: $1208.80 to $1186.20 Feb 2015

SILVER: $16.69 TO $16.11

COPPER: $306.50 TO $299.90

PALLADIUM: $798.00 TO $780.80

PLATINUM: $1239.30 TO $1206.10 Jan 2015

Buy some more DUST.

This what we mentioned last week Tuesday: On Wednesday we recommend taking some sell
positions on any sharp rise after FED minutes. It will be difficult for gold to rise above $1205,
and silver $16.65. Overall medium and longer term trend is negative.
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This is what we mentioned last Monday: Friday gold and silver prices lost value as predicted.
Metals stocks also lost value but base metals gained value as predicted. Metals investors are
under tremendous pressure about whether they should hold positions in gold and silver, or
add more from here. We have received so many emails after watching our Kitco interview and
many are sitting with huge loses. I am worried about this and if gold falls below $1000 then it
may bring a financial crises in India as Indian’s are heavily invested in gold. Many are invested
with very high leverage and many have invested their life savings in gold.

We always recommended not to trade in anything with like to dislike. Gold is the only financial
instrument that many old time investors keep too much trust. The current astro time is very
negative for gold and silver. We are not recommending any buying in gold for at least the next
two months.

Those who sold or short precious metals should take some hedging with buying Palladium and
base metals. Avoid precious metal stocks.

Our favorite ETF DUST moved 200% in the last two months. Next support level for gold is $1143
and silver $14.83.

This is what we mentioned three months back: Gold breached $1283 level which clearly
indicating that is moving toward $1248 to $1153 and silver $17.57 to 15.87 level soon. Metal
stocks will also suffer setback.

GRAINS

On Friday grains gained value. On Monday a mixed trend is indicated so trading in and out
will be the right strategy. Soy and meal will remain in a mixed direction, so selling around the
higher side or buying around the lower side should be the right strategy.

One can start buying longer term call options in corn and wheat. Another three to four weeks
are pending for an uncertain time in grains.

This is what we mentioned two months back: Don’t buy any position at this stage but wait for
next week’s newsletter for the right advice. Selling calls in soy around $1550, wheat at $730
have done very well and we targeted Soy to fall below $1000 and wheat $550. Both these
lower side targets are closer to being fulfilled. Selling grains remained the best advice in 2014,
yes gold and silver selling has also done well.

This is what we mentioned two month back: Avoid Soy products. We don’t see soy going below
$930, wheat $477 and corn $330 so go aggressive if prices come to these levels.

Monday’s trading range (March 2015 contracts):

CORN: $391.50 TO $379.50

WHEAT: $559.00 TO $544.00
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SOY: $1046.50 TO $1027.50 (Jan-15)

SOY MEAL: $360.00 TO $350.30

SOY OIL: $33.50 TO $32.81

ENERGY

In the last week’s weekly newsletter we recommended
buying oil on Wednesdays or around $73.88, we also
mentioned that oil won’t break $73.00 for short term
which proven so for very accurate. This week oil prices
will hold value and energy stocks will also gain a bit. It
will be difficult for oil to move above $78.78 level so

book profit around this level for
those who bought oil during last
week. Heating oil and RB gas will
trade mixed.

Natural gas came down sharply
from highs as predicted. It will be
very difficult for gas to move above
$4.62 in the medium term. On the
down side the support will be $3.70.
Last month we recommended buying around $3.70 with the target of $4.23 and $4.62.

Overall our advice in oil provided great returns to energy traders, many saved millions by
getting out of energy and energy stocks from the middle of this year.

In July we mentioned in one of our newsletters that oil may move towards $20 in the longer
term and we still believe that the future of looks very scary for oil producing countries. We
are not recommending buying energy stocks in US and European market but surely in the
emerging markets investments in energy will still do well for the medium term.

We don’t know what will happen, or what will cause oil to move lower because at this stage
we see a vague picture and the future trend of oil looks very scary. Other sources of energy
and new technology will play a major role in killing the future of oil. Oil prices will drop but at
the same time oil production costs will also fall due to better technology. In 1992 I bought my
first wireless phone in Kenya, I paid $3000, it was a huge instrument, very ugly and it weighted
almost 500 to 750 grams.
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Monday and Tuesday oil prices will remain mix but Wednesday onward weakness can come
so stay away from any buying at this stage in oil. If oil breaks $73.00 and trade below for two
days will confirm oil going toward $64.88.

Monday’s trading range (December 2014 contracts):

OIL: $77.79 to $75.70 (Jan 2015 contract)

NATURAL GAS: $4.52 to $4.28 Jan

HEATING OIL: $2.4320 TO $2.3850

RB GAS: $2.0910 TO $2.0350

This is what we mentioned on two weeks back on Wednesday: Wednesday oil prices traded
negative, heating oil and RB gas also went down. Natural gas came down sharply as predicted
from $4.60. We are not recommending any buying positions in oil, heating oil or RB gas.
Natural gas will trade mix or both sides with some support at $4.05. Buy oil around $73.00
level.

Energy stocks will trade mix to negative. Wait for another two days before you start taking
some buying positions in oil during next week. Our lower side range may get fulfill soon.

This is what we mentioned last 2 October: Thursday we see oil trading positive but if it’s close
below $78.78 will be negative news and oil may hit $72.83 within ten days. Natural gas may
trade positive but still will struggle to close above $4.23 level, if gas close above $4.23 for two
days then we expect it move $4.62 level. Avoid any buying is energy stocks.

Monday’s trading range (December 2014 contracts):

OIL: $77.79 to $75.70 (Jan 2015 contract)

NATURAL GAS: $4.52 to $4.28 Jan

HEATING OIL: $2.4320 TO $2.3850

RB GAS: $2.0910 TO $2.0350

INDIAN RUPEE

Indian Rupee traded positive on Friday after remain weaker during
the last week from Monday to Thursday. Since last 11 months
Rupee traded in the narrow range and now we are approaching
toward new time cycle in which Rupee may outperform most of
other world currencies.
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We are approaching toward year end and always currencies market trade very volatile due to
fund people close positions so volatility may remain for another four weeks. We are still
recommend selling USD around 62.00 level may provide you nice gain in coming time.

Monday Rupee will gain some more value, add Dollar selling around 61.99. In the first quarter
of 2015 we see Rupee going toward 59.00 level. In the month of December higher side Rupee
may fall toward 62.75 but chances of moving this level is very less and on down side 60.65.

Last we predicted that in the month of December some surprise move will come from RBI - It
looks like that major policy changes and surprise from RBI is on the way which may help and
guide stock market as well as Rupee in uptrend directions.

This is what we mentioned on last week Thursday: 61.90 level proven most powerful astro
resistance, and now time to test 59.80 level on down sides.

Early last year we mentioned Rupee may touch 70.00 when it was trading around 52.00
levels, this target got fulfilled now next trading range will remain from 58.00 to 63.00 for
some time.

Monday trading range: (Spot price)

RUPEE/DOLLAR – 61.95 to 61.55

INDIAN MARKETS
On Friday most of the markets moved higher after rate
cuts from China. The Indian market is doing extremely
well even without any international news which
clearly indicates that India is the top pick for foreign as
well as local institutions

In the year 2014 Indian investors those who remained
focused did extremely well. Speculators always

struggled to perform so we strongly recommend investors to have a solid investment
strategy. We always talk about it in our weekly newsletter and you should read it very
carefully.

Indian Investors have been watching our work for the last 15 years especially on metals and
energy so basically Indian commodity traders were subscribing to our services. In the
meantime for the many year, investors from kept requesting us to start an Indian newsletter
service which shouldn’t only cover metals and energy but also Stocks, Nifty, and Rupee etc.
After researching the astro cycle of Indian market for a few years finally two years back we
started the Indian market letter. Since I started this service I am very pleased as well as
honored that I am now able to guide my countrymen with very high success rate and I hope
that they may be successful in investing if our accuracy remains like this.
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Many also sent us a request and said that our services are too expensive for the common
Indian investors, and these requests have been coming since the last two years so we decided
to have some special discount offer from middle of this week so get ready to subscribe or
extend your services and this offer will open for a week. We will have 40% discount offer
(this is first time I am announcing this big discount offer from Thursday of this week) so
please tell your friends and colleagues to take advantage of this offer. One Month’s
subscriptions will give you 40% extra time in your services. If you subscribe for one month
then you will get total 12 extra days in your subscriptions so in total you will get 42 days.
On one year subscriptions will give you 4 months and 15 days extra so in total you will get
16 months and 15 days service.

Subscriptions
Free extra period you will
get Total period you will get

1 Month 12 day 1 month 12 days
3 Month 1 month 6 days 4 months 6 days
6 Months 2 months 12 days 8 months 12 days
12 Months 4 months 24 days 16 months 24 days

Important note, must read before you subscribe: This offer is only valid for the Indian
market letter. Existing members can extend their subscriptions if their services are expiring
by June 2015. If you are currently member of our service and your services is expiring after
30 June 2015 then you are not eligible for this offer and you are not allow to extend.

Request: My Grandfather told me that I should work hard to get respect to this subject and I
am trying my best to do this since last 32 years. Please don’t forward our letter to anyone, as
we put hard work into writing these financial prediction letters. Subscriptions cost is nothing
against the risk investors take in the market, and one small trade will take care of your
subscriptions cost for a year. Please let us know and our office will send a sample copy if
anyone would like to have the latter rather than you forwarding it.

Three weeks back we recommended buying Honeywell at Rs. 5100, and last week it closed
around Rs. 7000; ING Vysya Rs. 610 to Rs. 850. Vadilal Ind went also higher and we still
recommend holding these three stocks.

On Monday we recommend buying in Pfizer, Vadilal, GSK, Cadila, IFCI, Reliance, Reliance
Capital and L&T,

This year many of our recommended stocks provided more than 100% returns (Britannia,
Monsanto, Bharat Immu, Suven Pharma, Excel crop, Sequent scientific, CCL, Gillette,
Honeywell) and only four stocks struggled to move higher and they are TATA Sponge, Tata
coffee, Tata Global and Paneacia Biotech.
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Last week Ajanta Pharma, Honeywell and Vadilal remained hot, and we strongly
recommended buying Vadilal. Last year we recommended buying it around R.s 124 and we
are still recommend buying it at Rs. 270 with the target of 650 in the next 18 months.

Our two most favorite sectors (Pharma and PSU banking) will keep out performing in the
coming time, and any weakness in the Pharma and Banking sector should be taken as an
investment opportunity. Risk reward rations are very big in both these sectors for the medium
and longer term so stay focused. In the last two weeks PSU banks buying recommendations
have done very well.

Cement stocks will struggle; Auto and other sectors will also struggle for the short period but
RATE CUTs from the RBI can put Auto, Infra and the housing sector on fire. We see some good
news coming soon from the RBI about RATE cuts.

Hold positions in our last Monday’s recommendation of buying in PSU BANKS, also hold
positions in Pharma stocks as they are our favorite. PSU banks have started a rising journey
and have a long way to go so don’t get scared because of a few days weakness. Hold positions
and add more positions in PSU banks. Pharma stocks were our top pick in 2014 and our
recommended stocks will remain on the top list in 2015.

From mid-trading session banking stocks witnessed big selling pressure which surprised us
but we are still recommending holding positions in banking stocks. One can buying this week’s
recommended PSU banks and take some hedging trade by selling frontline banks like AXIS
and Bank Nifty for a few days. The overall trend in PSU banking stocks looks very positive so
don’t miss the opportunity of buying on any further weakness on Friday.

Pharma stocks will keep moving higher as the astro cycle showing very supportive signs.

This is what we mentioned last Monday on 17 November: Monday banking stocks went
sharply higher. Our recommended Bank of Baroda, Reliance Cap and SBI moved sharply
higher and you should hold these stocks or even you can add more. On other hand Honeywell,
Tata Motor and LIC, Power Finance corp and GIC housing are performing well since last week
and we recommend holding positions.

Reliance Industry is our buying recommendation on Tuesday so buy position in Reliance, buy
short term call and futures positions.

Also one can buy today Andhra BANK, IDBI and IFCI, Indian Bank, Punjab National Bank,
Syndicate bank, Citi Union and UCO bank. Go aggressive in Bank of Baroda and Reliance Cap.
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Today we recommend buying indexes around lower side as our predicted target 8578 will soon
get achieve. Don’t short market at any level at this stage as bullish trend will continue in USA
market. From today European will start moving higher which may give huge support for all
major market.

This is what we mentioned on Tuesday 18 November: We are still recommending holding
positions or adding more
position in Adani Ent, Reliance
Cap, City Union, Uco Bank,
Indian Bank and Bank of
Baroda. One can take some
aggressive buying trades in
Bank of Baroda, Reliance Cap
and Adani Ent.

Honeywell, LIC, GIC and ING
Vysya performed very well
during last week so we
recommend booking 50%
profit. Bank Nifty will
outperform Nifty so buy this
month’s call options, strike
18000 of Bank Nifty.

Last week we recommended
few other stocks for short
period like ING bank, Bharat Elect, ICICI and AXIS, India bank, PNB GILT, GIC housing, LIC
housing and both HDFC also performed well and we are still recommend holding short term
trade for another 10 days.

Monday’s trading range: (Spot price):

NIFTY: 8535 to 8442 (Spot) (recommended strong buy at 6065)
BANK NIFTY: 18269 to 17855 (recommended strong buy at 10350)
AXIS BANK: 489 TO 477 (recommended strong buy at 205)
ICICI Bank: 1747 to 1706 (recommended strong buy at 965)
SBI: 315 TO 302 (recommended strong buy at 1532), should reach above 2000
RELIANCE: 1011 to 995 watch closely ready to move toward 1045
L&T: 1683 to 1655 (recommended strong buy at 1009)
Tata Consult: 2645 to 2610 Avoid
Wipro: 581 to 569 BUY
HCL Tech: 1652 to 1628

Our best pick in Indian pharma are: Lupin Lab, Sun
Pharma, Cadila, Torrent Pharma, Aurobindo, are
our best pick and second best companies are GSK,
Indoco, Dr. Reddy, Ranbaxy, Phiramal, Ajanta
Pharma and Cipla.

In mid-size companies: Strides Arcolab, Sun Pharma
Advance, Suven, IPCA, JB Chemical, Sequent,
Panacea Bio, Venus Remm, Natco Pharma, Elder
Pharma Wockhardt, and Glenmak. Also other
stocks like Britannia, GSK, Vadilal Ind, Monsanto,
United Phos, Gillette and Nestle are our favorite
too.
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Pfizer 1700 to 1661
Wockhardt: 832 to 810 (time to buy at 560)
CIPLA: 639 to 620
Dr. Reddy Lab: 3560 to 3503
Ajanta Pharma: 2659 to 2607
Cadila: 1583 to 1541

Subscriptions
Free extra period you will
get Total period you will get

1 Month 12 day 1 month 12 days
3 Month 1 month 6 days 4 months 6 days
6 Months 2 months 12 days 8 months 12 days
12 Months 4 months 24 days 16 months 24 days

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma,

23 November 2014, Sunday 3.00 PM, Santa Barbara

Here what we mentioned in the past two years.
This is what we mentioned on 4 November: Friday Indian equity market gain value due to
positive trend in Japan and USA market. Finally Nifty able to cross 8137 level easily and
closed above which is clearly indicating positive trend on the way. Now Nifty can easily
touch 8488/8580 and Indian investors are in safe zone until Nifty holds 8137. Hold buying
position in stocks and Indexes until Nifty holds 8137 level.

Saturn have changed today and we are sure house of Scorpio is very aggressive so get ready
to see or experience most aggressive move in Nifty and Bank Nifty.

Monday Market will open mix and both side move will continue. Index based stocks will
support market trend as predicted on last week Thursday.

Today one can buy Indoco Remm, and Bharat Electronic, these both stocks are our short term
as well as medium term call, within 48 hours these both stocks should move sharply higher.

Hold positions reliance group companies - Reliance Industry, Reliance Infra, and Reliance
CAP. Tata Steel and Tata Motor also went higher and may move higher. Steel companies are
doing well with weaker iron ore prices. We are keeping same last week’s recommendations.

Don’t add any new positions but surely hold positions in recommended stocks and Indexes.

This is what we mentioned for Thursday: Heavy weight stocks started showing positive sign,
Reliance Industry moved higher and most of Reliance group stocks should perform well in
coming time. Those who haven’t bought any positions in Reliance group should start buying.
Reliance Infra, Reliance Ind, Reliance Cap are our most favorite from here onward for the
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next two months. Last month we mentioned that Reliance may move toward 1300 level by
end of this year and still possibility that it can move at least 20% from here onward.

Today one should buy Reliance INFRA and Reliance Capital.

Today market may move higher, watch our trading ranges closely, some profit booking may
witness in Pharma stocks, but bull trend is intact so nothing to worry. It looks like that heavy
weight stocks will take lead from here to year end so buy Reliance, L&T, Tata Motor, ICICI,
HDFC, SBI, Britannia, Infosys, Dr. Reddy and Ranbaxy.

Our recommended stocks Bharat Immu, Suven and Ybrant is going well, hold position in
these stocks.

This is what we mentioned Tuesday: As our astro cycle not showing great sign for emerging,
Asian and European markets and this may put some pressure on Indian equity market as well
though our view is very bullish for India. Thursday Indian market should turn positive as we
recommended buying in stocks and Indexes in our international daily flashnews from late
Wednesday so get ready to build some more positions in banking and pharma.

United Spirit performed well, also our favorite small pharma stocks like Suven, Bharat Immu.

One of our Indian Member recommended to read astro chart of Ybrant Digital, we like astro
of this company very much start from mid-November. If you are comfortable then one can
take position. I have taken a small position in it.

We still recommend holding position in Lupin, Cadila, Suven Bharta Immu, Sequient Scien
and Aurobindo Pharma.

In Banking we like SBI, Axis and HDFC.

This is what we mentioned on last week Monday: This is what we mentioned Monday: Mars
changing house during last week may support Cement stocks so buy Cement stocks for two
week period with fail. ACC, India Cement, JK Cement and Guj Ambuja. In heavy weight ITC,
L&T, Hindalco, Sesa Sterlite and Britannia. These all trades are valid for two weeks. Book
profit on five percent move.

Also banking stocks looks very strong like SBI, ICICI, and AXIS.

Time also to add some banking stocks as mentioned on last 5 August: We don’t see Nifty
going below 7775 or 7621, so down side risk is very limited and higher we believe it moving
toward 8137.

Must remember: In International weekly report we recommended all our global members
to get into Indian Pharma stocks as soon as possible before it get too late. At this stage
Indian Pharma stocks are best bet among all major financial instruments.
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This is what we mentioned last week Monday (8 September): On Monday our favorite stocks
like Cipla, Lupin, Cadila, Pfizer, Great Eastern Shipping, SBI, HPCL, BPCL, JBF Ind, Raymond,
Zensar tech, Mastek and Testiy Bits.  Among all these Mastek, Cipla, Zensar and Testy Bits
performed amazing well under pressure. We are sure many of you must have taken positions
in these stocks. Here are few recommended stocks charts of last five days.

This is what recommended on last week Thursday: On Wednesday few small cap Pharma
stocks performed very well, stocks like Suven (we recommended around Rs.47 and yesterday
it closed at Rs. 158) and Venus Remm (we recommended around Rs.180 and yesterday it
closed at Rs. 295) and Bharat Immu (we recommended around Rs.09 and yesterday it closed
at Rs.40 performed well. Hold positions in all these three stocks for medium and longer term.
Yesterday we recommended Indoco Remm, keep adding position on any weakness.

If Indian Investors invested last year in any quality stocks in pharma, banking or any other
Index base stocks should have made fortune. Now time is to keep quality and add quality
stocks from here onward. Now today we add one more Pharma stocks is our favorite list and
that is Indoco Remm. Stock is trading around Rs. 260, and our target is 420 by end of this
year.

Yesterday Cadila, Lupin, Suven and other pharma performed very well, and we still see these
stocks moving higher.

This is what we mentioned on last week Tuesday: S&P 1905 and NASDAQ 3842/3789 level should be
watched closely as we don’t see USA market falling much from here. We still hold our prediction of S&P
moving towards 2150 by end of this year and NASDAQ 4500. Few other markets will follow but many
other international markets will struggle to move higher.

Important note: As per astro chart we see both sides move continuing in all major markets for the
next two weeks until Sun remains in Cancer with Jupiter. On 15 August Sun will be transiting into
Leo, which is its own house and this will be a great time to add money in market. We have
experienced in the last 25 years that whoever invested in between 15 August to 15 September’s Sun
cycle always made a fortune. Please take advantage of this period to accumulate positions in quality
stocks.

This is what we mentioned on this Monday (18 August): Negative or uncertain cycle for equity market
ended last week as predicted. Sun changing house will give new directions to stocks but commodity
will struggle badly. Last week ACC, Reliance, Cipla, CCL, Britannia and TATA motor performed
extremely well. One of our stock 3M India achieved predicted target and now our next target for is
6000. Nifty have closed above 7775, which is most important level for Indian market. If Nifty close
above 7775 level on Monday and Tuesday will confirm new rising cycle for market. 8028 and 8155
should be next level before it start correcting.

Important note: At this stage we strongly recommend buying cash rich companies (we will put out this
list soon), also our most favorite stocks (Nestle, Britannia, Vadilal, SUVEN life, Sequent, Bharat Immu,
Venus, coal India, Jubilant, Tata coffee, Lupin, Dr. Reddy, TCS and Tata Global).
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If Nifty breaks 7578 level and trade below for two days can bring volatility in Indian market. Nifty is
safe zone until it holds 7578 level. Next astro support level at this stage is at 7421 and in the worst
case scenario 7288. On higher side still Nifty will struggle to cross 7775 level.

Medium and longer positions: Our target for Reliance is 1350 within the next three months, which
may have huge impact on index.

This is small part from Indexes sections from last week newsletter: As per astro chart we see both
sides move continuing in all major markets for the next two weeks until Sun remains in Cancer with
Jupiter. On 15 August Sun will be transiting into Leo, which is its own house and this will be a great
time to add money in market. We have experienced in the last 25 years that whoever invested in
between 15 August to 15 September’s Sun cycle always made a fortune. Please take advantage of
this period to accumulate positions in quality stocks.

In Indexes trading in and out will remain best strategy. In big name TCS, Reliance, Britannia, LUPIN,
Wyeth, SUN Pharma, GlaxoSmith, Hindustan Lever and Dr. Reddy still are our favorite.

This is what we mentioned last month: We recommend to reduce buying positions expect hold some
stocks like CCL, TATA GLOBLA, LUPIN, Bharat Immu, Tata Steel, Suven Pharma, Dr. Reddy, Wockhard,
Testi Bite, Sequent, Vadilal, Nestle, Britannia, Tata Motor, and Cadila.

This is what we mentioned during last month: Current astro chart for Nifty and Indian market showing
mix sign so keep generating cash positions. Banking and Industrial stocks will struggle during this week.
Wockhard, Wyeth, Dr. Reddy and Lupin are our favorite companies so keep investing money in these
three stocks without fear. In the two years’ time you will make multifold returns.

At this stage Indian market is in correcting mode so profit booking will keep coming on higher side. So
far our higher side target proven right and we see Nifty struggling to move above 7775, but lower side
Nifty won’t fall below 7425 so watch these level closely and take trading opportunity around these
levels. (Nifty shouldn’t close below 7421 other will market may fall more three percent from current
level).

This is what I mentioned in June 2014: Just focus on Pharma and Tata Group at this stage. It looks
like that Pharma stocks are ready to create history in Indian market. What Indian software
companies done from 1997 to 1999, same era can be repeated in Pharma stocks. I was invested in
software Indian stocks, in fact I invested in February 1996 $17200 and that portfolio went more than
1.5 Million dollar. Only reason portfolio went so much higher because I was held my positions. We
strongly recommend holding positions in our recommended stocks rather than doing speculations.
We always recommend taking minimum risk in day trading and speculations, put 90% money in
quality investment and 10% in short term trading in whenever opportunity knocking door.

This is what we mentioned 18 June 2014: So far Nifty held value of 7425 and levels so now Nifty will
have another astro support at 7475 and 7532, watch these levels closely. Astro resistance will be at
7775, so this level should be taken as profit booking.

This is what we mentioned in the first week of June: Mercury changing directions will surely bring some
uncertainty, so book 80% profit in our recommended stocks, still hold positions in our favorite stocks
(Pfizer, Torrent Pharma, Gellette, and CCL Product, add these four stocks in your portfolio. Rest or
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recommended stocks have been doing great and still you can hold positions in stocks like: Agrotech,
Excel Crop, Kaveeri seeds, Tata Global, Tata Coffee, Tasty bits, Mount Eve, KGNENT, Hatsun, Rasoy
PR, GM Brew, Radico Kh, Jagatjit Ind, EDL, Tilaknagar Ind, Mount Shiv, Nestle, Vadilal Ind and
Britania and Aurbindo.

Food stocks are doing great so watch our recommended food stocks list mentioned below at end of
newsletter. Here we are putting list of stocks which we recommended in the early 2013: Tasty bits,
Mount Eve, KGNENT, Hatsun, Rasoy PR, GM Brew, Radico Kh, Jagatjit Ind, EDL, Tilaknagar Ind,
Mount Shiv, Nestle, Vadilal Ind, Britania, Suven, Sequent Scien.

We don’t want to say much today, we will talk more on Monday, here is what we mentioned
yesterday: Everyone who invests in India will be watching the elections results very closely; if NDA fails
to get 282, then surely the market can correct five to ten percent. As predicted three weeks ago, the
NDA getting closer to the majority, and BJP will get 245. It is always interesting to watch astro
indicators, reading the astro cycle is an amazing study, but unfortunately, most of the financial
astrologers don’t have any past track records, but they start websites and try to fool people by copying
other work and make investors fools (as few financial astrologer caught red handed by copying work).
We hate to criticize them, but this is the truth.

In short we are not recommending shorting positions in India market, except small hedging positions.
Also watch 7275 level closely on higher sides. Book profit in Pharma and tech stocks. Add more Bharat
Immu as this stock can fly sharply higher. After election result we will release new stock list.

Our predictions on Indian market have done amazingly well and at this stage don’t focus do much on
elections as money is always made in market with medium and longer term view. Like six months our
view was Nifty reaching 6775 when it was around 5950 and last same we predicted when it was at
5550. I still remember when Bank Nifty broke 8800, we stated that it won’t go below 8200 and 2014
target 13500 to 15900.

This is what we mentioned two months back: Indian market traded sideways, we still recommend
staying away from any aggressive positions in emerging market as well as in India. Ajanta Pharma,
Torrent Pharma, Bharat Immu, Suven, Sequent, Cadila done very well on Tuesday in weaker market
and will perform well on Wednesday as well.  Our recommended food stocks like Hatsun, Radico,
Jagatjit, Jubliant food, Vadilal and many other stocks have also done well.

By end of May Nifty may reach 7225 and then we will decide what to do next.

Watch Bharat Immu it trading around Rs. 9.00, I have been recommending this one since last two
years, but stock never moved, please do research before you buy this one. We own this stock and we
still see this can be takeover target.

This is what we mentioned last week Wednesday: Buy aggressively Lupin, and one can hold positions
in Torrent, Aurbindo Pharma, Ajanata Pharma, IPCA, Cadilla and Dr. Reddy. After our
recommendations these stocks have done well and still we see at least 300% more gain so don’t miss
opportunity of buying. Any weakness in Pharma stocks should be taken selling opportunity.

Bharat immu is doing well, also food stocks are doing well, add more Vadilal and our most favorite
Excel Crop (already move 300% and our target of 1000% shall achieve). Kaveeri seed done well by
achieving over 2000% return and now we recommend 90% booking profit in Kaveeri seeds.
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Also Yesterday Venus Remm moved up sharply, hold positions in it and those who don’t have any
positions should take some buying positions in Venus. Buying recommendations in Nifty proven one
of the best call after S&P as in the last two six weeks nifty move from 6030 to 6750. Nifty has to
cross above 6775 for the two day to give clear bullish indications and Nifty may touch 7250 in the
next eight weeks. We would like to add SIX stocks during this week this we recommended on 10
March: NTPC, IDBI, Wockhardts, TATA COFFEE and TATA GLOBAL and Aurionpro Sol. Hold our
recommended stocks, add more Tata Global and TATA Coffee, Emami, Dabur, Federal Bank,
Honneywell Auto, and Reliance Comm.

These stocks also done well and we still recommend holding these list which we recommended on 20
Feb: 3M India Ltd around 3700, our target is 4400 in the next one months. Buy BHEL around 173,
and target 250 in the next three months.

These recommendations made last quarter of 2013: Buy Sequent Scientific, Suven Life and Fresenius
Kabi for medium and longer terms. Keep adding our favorite Tasty bit, Venus Rem, Jubilant Food.
Excel crop and Kaveeri Seeds done very well, hold these both stocks as they are also our favorite.

Hold our favorite recommended these of stocks of 2013. Tata Global, Tilakind, MountShivalik, Venus
Remm, Hatsun Food, Kgnent, Testybit and Jubilant Food, Vadilal ind 110, Radico Khaitan 100, Excel
Crop 180, Kaveri Seed, Agrotech 460, Britannia 710.

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break
lower side and they can trade below
predicted lows. (You can cover short but
don’t buy extra at lower levels until our
indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means
daily price can break upside and they can
trade higher than predicted price (you can
book profit but don’t short that market).

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.
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